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Purpose & Function:
The objective of this project is to improve the method of how ferromanganese is distributed to molten
steel at Steel Dynamics Butler, Indiana at their melting facility. When ferromanganese is added it acts as
an alloying agent improving the quality of the steel. The current process is neither cost effective nor
efficient use of time. SDI purchases ferromanganese in 25-pound bags and empties individual bags into a
wheel-barrel then pours into a kiln. The main categories that were focused on for the design include a
large industrial hopper, rotating paddle assembly, and a conveyor.
SDI currently owns four large industrial hoppers that can volumetrically hold 4000-6000 lbs. of
ferromanganese. Previously the hoppers held lime mineral, as this material is added to molten steel to
take out any impurities from scrap steel they receive. The hopper is located on the south end of the
melting furnace. SDI found a new method to place lime into the melting furnaces and the hoppers were
abandoned. This was a critical aspect of the project as the volumetric capacity of the hopper was
calculated with reference to the density of ferromanganese. The bottom section of the hopper will be
removed and replaced with the paddle assembly.
The paddle assembly took several weeks to be approved by SDI’s engineers. Throughout the design
process there were five individual design changes occurred to ensure durability. The housing for this
design includes two plates that are welded to a rotary shaft that will be placed in a cylindrical outer
casing. The assembly will be ran by a low horsepower and high torque motor that will be attached to the
hopper but located outside of the frame in case any maintenance is required. A36 steel was chosen for
this particular section as it has durable metallurgic properties such as shear and ultimate tensile
strength. The ferromanganese will be dumped into each of the four compartments as the paddles rotate
360 degrees.
As mentioned in the paragraph above the motor used to rotate the paddle assembly will have low
horsepower and high torque. The motor is currently attached to the hopper and was cost effective to
keep and continue to use it. A gear reducer was required for the paddle assembly, as each rotation
needed an immediate stopping mechanism to ensure there was no extra material that will be pouring
outside of the 26” wide conveyor. The reducer used will have a 100:1 gear ratio that SDI current has
from previous projects. The force of ferromanganese in the hopper will stop spinning the paddle around
after the cycle is complete.
A drag chain conveyor was designed and purchased through Enduraveyor. The original hopper has a set
of angle iron tracks that it road o with a small motor to bring the hopper up and dispense the material.
The current iron tracks are getting cut back, and the conveyor will be attached to the hopper. The
conveyor has four caster attached to the bottom that will allow it to be moved easily. Since steel
dynamics equipment is susceptible to a harsh environment, the conveyor was designed to be robust and
preferably all steel. The weight of the ferromanganese dropping down onto the conveyor was
incorporated by changing the plate to hardened steel and making it replaceable. The hardened steel
plate will last longer, and have better wear resistance.
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Initial Performance & specifications:
The overall aspect for this project was to have an efficient and robust system to withstand the harsh
environment of the steel mill. The use of 25-pound bags was eliminated and SDI can now purchase
4000-pound super sacks, which are the main contribution to cost savings. The material will be loaded by
forklifts or an overhead crane and will be dumped into the hopper. The conveyor will turn on first then
the paddle assembly will start to rotate. A PLC program was written to run the entire process. Once the
paddles rotate 360 degrees, the paddles will stop moving while the conveyor keeps running to deliver
the load. The conveyor will move 30 ft. /minute. SDI will be installing all equipment and running tests on
the system, the lead-time for this project did not leave enough time to run an initial performance.
Design Calculations:
Figure 1:
Volumetric Calculations
Paddle Volume
Two Paddle
(11.5in*11.375in*.5in) + (11in*11.375in*.5in) = 127.969 in³
Four Wear Bars
(1.75in² *11.375in)*4 = 79.625 in³
Total Volume
79.625in³+127.969in³= 207.594 in³
Housing Volume
(((12.5 in)² * pi)/ 4) * 11.375 in = 1395.923 in³
Total Volume
Total Volume = Housing Volume - Paddle Volume
1395.923 in³ - 207.594 in³ = 1188.329 in³
Volumetric Weight Calculation
Total weight of material through one full rotation
density of ferromanganese = 249.72 lb/ft³
1188.329 in³/1728 in³= 0.688 ft³
.688 ft³ * 249.72 lb/ft³ = 171.730 lb
Total Weight
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Figure 2:
Net Torque = T1 - (T2+Tm)
Tm = 70 # ft. * (5.75 in*(1/12 in)) = 33.54 ft. #
4000 lb Torques
T1 = 4000# *5.75in = 23,000 in # = 1916.67 ft. lb.
T2 = [ 4000# ( sin(135)] * 5.75 in = 16,263.46 in # = 1355.29 ft. #
Tnet( 4000 # ) : 1916.67 ft. # – ( 1355.29 ft # + 33.54 ft # ) = 527.84 ft # CCW
500 lb Torques
T1 = 500# * 5.75 in = 2875 in # = 239.58 ft. #
T2 = [ 500# * (sin(135)] *5.75 in = 2032.93 in # = 169.41 ft. #
Tnet( 500 # ) : 239.58 ft. # – ( 169.41# + 33.54# ) = 36.63 ft. # CCW
Diagrams & Formal Engineering Drawings:
See attached PDF File.

Photographs & Components
Figure 3:



Bottom half of current hopper will be replaced with paddle assembly as seen in final detail
drawings.
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Figure 4:



Ferromanganese will be brought from the hopper, to the conveyor system, the entrance to the
kiln is pictured above.

Figure 5:



Current rail system will be cut down to allow maintenance equipment to flow through area. This
is also where our conveyor will be placed to bring it to the kiln.
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Fabrication Procedure:
All of the rotary fabrication will be done in house in steel dynamics fabrication shop. The bottom section
of the hopper will be completely removed as shown in fig 3 and will be placed in the scrap metal to be
melted. A 9 ft. section of the rail system will be removed to make room for the conveyor system and will
be utilized elsewhere in the facility. The rotating paddle assembly will be worked on through SDI’s
fabrication shop as it requires several welds and current materials they already have in inventory.
Enduraveyor will be manufacturing the conveyor through their fabrication shop and approximately take
3-6 weeks of lead-time until it is completed. After all fabrications have been implemented testing will
begin for efficiency and references from employees.
Test Results:
The conveyor lead-time set back the design from having any tests ran on the system. The lead-time to
manufacture the conveyor will take approximately 5 weeks. With the paddle assembly manufactured
through SDI’s fabrication shop will approximately take 2-3 weeks. The project will be completed and
tested during May 1st – 7th as the outage week allows time for implementation. The engineers approved
our design and would like us to make additional modifications for the rotary portion of the project to fit
on their additional 3 hoppers.
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Overall Costs:
The chart below represents the overall cost of the project and the annual cost savings per year after the
system has been installed. Ferromanganese is the most cost effective section for this project as buying
in bulk has reduced the price savings of $0.20 per pound. This estimation includes one outage week (7
days) and a down day for maintenance every other Wednesday of the month (25 days) throughout the
entire working year. The information received from the reduced labor cost was provided by SDI for
every down day if maintenance is required the time will be devoted to this.
Figure 6:
Cost Benefit Analysis
Cost
Item
Conveyor
Paddle Wheel Assembly
Hopper Modification
Labor
Down time (loss)
Total Cost

Cost
$8,936.00
$500.00
$300.00
$1,500.00
$1,000.00
$12,236.00

Benefits (estimated for first year of use)
Reduced labor cost
$6,200.00
Bulk Price cost savings
$371,280.00
Total Benefits

$377,480.00
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Gantt chart:
Figure 8:
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Conclusions:
The main goal for this job was to keep the system as robust and cost effective as possible. Once the first
system if fully functioning then the three remaining hoppers will have the same system installed as well.
If the design lasts over five years then SDI is strongly considering presenting the system to other SDI
locations. SDI gave our group full authority to create the project and how to incorporate the opinions of
electrical, mechanical and process engineers.
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